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THE'GORHAM
VoL. XIII

GORHAM, nA.INE

'OBSERVER
MoNDAY, NovEMBER

:3 . 1970

No. 9

NO OVERNIGHT PARKING
IN WOODWARD LOT UNTIL
SPRING!

VIOLATORS

WILL BE TIC KETTED! !.!

John Ford Festival
Friday ... Se e page 5
this week's f ilms ...

Prose and Odes .. 2
Frat"ernities" .. 9
Jessi plugs hard for a good
winter carnival .. . ....... . . 6
Campus Comments a sks about student
government ...... ..• ..•.•... 6
Gorham Clips· Portland .....•..... 10
All sorts of letters ............ 7
And sports .........•......... 10,11
Hi -Yo, Silve r! Away!!! ..... •. .. 12

Governa,n ce Calls
For Contribution
'Ihe Ad Hoc Carmittee on University Governance has established a
tentative schedule for the orderly
canpletion of its business and that
schedule and a qrief explanation are
being distributed _at this time so
that eve:ry rrember of the University
Ccmnunity will be fully aware of
what is planned. The following tentative deadlines have been established:

DECEMBER 23 - Working Draft
JANUARY 18 - First Draft
FEBRUARY 9 - Revised Draft
MARCH 1 - Final Draft
MARCH 15 - Submission to the President
Between now and November 14
basic general research will be done
and between Nov. 14 and Dec. 5 rrost,
or all, of the diffic~lt substantive
,issues will be debated and tentatively
decided. Between Dec. 5 and 23 drafting and further deliberations will
take place and between Dec. 23 and
Jan. 16 the working draft will be
revised and edited. On Jan. 25-29
rrembers of the Cornnittee will meet
with each Division at Portland, each
Depart::nent at Gorham, the School ' of
Law faculty, the Student Senates at
Portland and Gorham, and the Executive Board of the Student Bar Association at the School of Law ; 'Ihere
may well be sorre inconvenience to
niany persons because of the need to
schedule these rreetings during serrester break. We regret the inconvenience, but a later date is impossible
if the March 15 deadline is to be rret.
J'IDy earlier date would not only
See Page three

NOVEMBER6

DECEMBER13

SEE FULL STORY ON P~.GE 5
Frank Zappa tickets are now being sold in the Student Senate Office
a ll week f r om 8 a. m. to 4 p . m. for
the concert Sunday night. Y. Sandy
Bickford will hand le al l s a les
and t here will be no sales at the
door. Zapp a wi l l play for 75
minutes and will go on with the
Mothers of Invention.
Also, the office will be open between 6:30 and 9:30 for ticket sales.

Bomb Threat Brings Anger
and Frustration
by Stephen Kelley
They told us to leave for three
As I was ejected from Bailey Hall,
hours.
I was wondering what the hell was
"Corre back in three hours," they
going on. I did kno.v I was glad to
said.
get out of class. But when I heard
"Oh, care on!"
·what we eventually all found out,
"You' re kidding! 11
I stood close beside the hall like
"This is crazy!" we said.
a damn fool waiting for sarrething
'Ihen there were hundreds of people, to ha:ppen. So did many others.
rrostly with books, walking down the
When, after sarre consideration .
hills of the canpus toward town. Cars of existing conditions, I began to
were rroving in slow lires. In the
associate: Ba:rbs---explode---buildBaptist Church people were sitting
ings ·blo.vn up by banbs---fall ~n
in the pews besides their books. A
people. I stepped back three or four
student was playing requests on the
paces.
organ in the balcony. "A Mighty
From my- secur~ vantage point, I
Fortress is our God", "Light My Fire", imagined the building being pulverOnward Christian Soldiers", "Aquarius", ized in various ways and even en"I.et the Sunshine In". Most people
visioned the elevator bursting through
were singing. In the .Methodist Church the roof toward the clouds, a full
people were talking and eating donuts
load of people aboard.
and coffee. In Bailey Hall hurrrlreds
. Nothing happened-no banb,no exof books and coats were to remain
plosion, no horrible reality. But
just as they were that afternnon till then I thought, "vhat does separate
the next day. No bomb went off. None Gorham from Wisconsin and all the
were found.
other horrible realities? All of
What had really happened? Did
them went through their series of
this event nBrk the end of a small
scares before sarrething drastic hapschool's relative isolation frcm
pened.
Canpus unrest? Did this bring the
A frightening aspect was the idea
realities of Kentor Berkeley or
did rrore than only exist in sooe sick
~ard any closer? Or was it
mind. It was partially materialized,
sinply labeled by the dated term
"prank"?
(Continueg, .on ;p# ..2, :Bomb)
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Bomb

Ars Poetica
If you are interested in having a poem
published in this column, please submit
-it on or before Friday evening at 5 p.rn.

I do my thing and you do your thing.
I am not in this world to live up to
your expectations
And you are not in this world to live
up to mine.
You are you and I am I.
A~d if by chance we find each other,
rt·• s beautiful.
Frederick S. Perls

A STORMY DAY
There is no sign
Where ni_ght l eft::off
And day began,
No fading stars
No rising sun
To mark the start
Of manFor gray clouds
Have their stormy ways
Of continuing night
In s~ead of day

without the need
i gamed from night
into day
not mentioning her
the oak leaf or leaves ·that
held my ass as bedding
below the bites of july
mosquitoes
or the mourning breezes
that flirted with my nose
the way emotion toys with reason
o~ the socks I'd worn out
searching ... searching ...
the uncertain pockets of people
or the way i rose to the surface to
hold her mooring of naturalness
craving to spit away
the salted tastd
of being water-logged
or that one grows fond
of a pocket whose button
is not concesaling emptiness
. jepato

A WALK IN THE COUNTRY
I walk along a country road
Silent arid patient-with its dusty
load
And hen on past deserted farms
Where age has worked its decadent
charms
These houses that were once filled
with life
Have answered the callof times drum
and fife
And sun dustedpines still ask for
a shield
·
From the sword dharp winds across
empty fields.

Sandburg Took
Much Planning,
Hard Work

For those of you who have seen the
play,TijE WORLD OF CARL SANDBURG,
you are ail aware of its great success. The cast members put many
hours into the success of this play
and their efforts were rewarded.
rhe cast were: Tina Campbell, I.ern- \
ard Cowan, Deborah Hall, Daniel
Lakeman,
Irenda Mills, Daniel Mil1s,
SEA SEARCH
and Anne Thompson.
lilt most of you don't realize all
In search of a soul I follow the
the
work that went on behind the
sea
scenes,and
the people involved. They
In the damp of a morning fog,
also
played
an important part in the
where the
success
of
the
play. Credit should
Where sea mist follows the turning
be
first
given
to the directors. Mr
tide
Stump
directed
the play,Mr ChamberAnd the wild wind sweeps the bog-land
the
music,Mr
Rootes designed
This search may go on untill I find
the
set
and
Ruth
Gibson
was in
The wet of a slippery deck,
charge
of
the
choreography.
And the call of a gull that's flyAnother person who contributed
ing high
alot of her time to the play was
Lucille Boisvert,as stage manager.
She is the person responsible for
SEA
giving all light cues. She had to
be
at every play and light rehearsThis evening wind has spoken to me-als.
If anything went wrong it would
Come follow the fog on a windy lee,
be
her
fault.
And exchange the smell of earthy
Pauline
Howe and Barry Almlov
soil
were
in
charge
of publicity. They
For one of salt ropes that coil;
were
in
charge
of
poster,programs
Come follow me,and I'll take you
and
the
advertisement
in the Portfar
land
Press
Hearld.
Bonnie
Chapman,
Where the air is cold and full of
House Manager,arranged and sold the
stars,
tickets. Annette Gough and Patti
·
Wher~ thi seagulls cree is a lulGlaso
were
in
charge
of
make-up.
laby,
Sandy Jawonski,Leslie Climo,Pelinda
With a btt of spray for saildrs 1
Pulk,and
Precilla Felker made some
eyes.
- of the costumes and were responsible
for keeping the costumes looking their
Donald R. Conant
•best.Caroline Mitchell and Micheal
Rodrick took · care of the lighting;
they had over 150 cues to carry out.
Debra LeShane and Jeff Lewis were
·
the stage crew. Linda Filtori and
·

.
I

(cont.)

only a step away from being fulfilled.
I wonder if it will be done in entirety
next tilre.
·What we recievecl was only a taste
of inconv~ence. It is no.v a ccrrnronplace occurance. It has to make us
realize a little bit of what's going
on in Arrerica. It has to show us
that we are a people, dependent on
one another, and that so:rre' questions
of national co-existence must be answered. It should force us to get
into the middle of problems on and
off canpus, kno.ving that we are involved whether we like it or not.
It should make us realize that
things can very easily get worse,
and if you don't think they can; picture Gorham with a few holes knocked
out of the buildings while remembering that it could have hawened Tuesday. othel'.Wise, we would have said
"To hell with it," and stayed -in the
buildings.
To ask why is not enough. We
must understand and act tc:Mards harrrony here at Gorham. Who are we here
that we can afford not to be afraid?

Platter Perspective
1.-------1

by Peter Cates------

FREE: Fire and Water-A & M-SP-4268- .
$4.79
This group is making a serious effort to break into the rock field,
but after hearing this album,I feel
thier efforts are futile.
One number,"Heavy Load" is a rather gutsy
blues number but the rest of.,the
selections never rise above the
trivia. Spend your money elsewhere.
P.S.
Over 500 new releases in all
fields of music pour forth every
month and this writer has neither
the time nor the money for most of
them. In addition,many releases
that I would like to cover or that
merit attention of the pepple here
on campus are hard to find,as fa ~
as borrowing them is concerned. If
you have relatively recent albums
that you would like reviewed,please
contact me at Anderson Hall.

ENG LI SH r'V\JnRS .
~ITTI r!G 2 P, M, TUESJ'-AY

10 BAILEY HALL
Purpose is to form a
CUrriculum Ccmuittee to reviev,
and evaluate existing and proposed curriculum.
10 Bailey Hall ..••...

Debbi Howard were proterties and
they had to make sure thate everything was in the right place. John
Gibersqn and Jeff Lewis helped build
the set and did other technical work
This was the first time The Treehouse Players operated under theatre
speech majors,on the Gorham Campus.
Gorham is the first college in Southern Maine to have a theatre-speech
major .

l
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Governance Committee Seeks
Personnel Input (cont)
deprive the Corrmittee of valuable
tirre, but would run into exams which
is presumably equally (if not :rrore)
inconvenient to rrost people. Every
effort will be made to schedule
these rreetings as conveniently as
possible during the week. Follc:wing
these rreetings the Conmittee-, will
revise its draft plan as needed and
on Feb. 9 the revised draft will be
released. On Feb. 17, 18, and 19
three (3) open meetings will be held-one each at Gorham, Portland, and
the School of Law. Once again the
Corrmittee will make such changes as
are necessary and, on March 1, the
final plan will be forwarded to
the Canpus Council at Portland and
the College Assembly. at Gorham and
an appropriate body at the School
of Law for their recomrendations which
will cane to the Corrmittee on March
11. On March 15 the final plan will
be sent, unchanged, to President
MacI.Bod, together with the reco:rmendations of the above narred bcxlies.
(CPS)--The American Council on
P.ducation has comrended the Scranton
Cornnission "for its fair.and factual
definition of the problem of carrpus
unrest."
TI-le conmendation was first announced at ACE's 53rd annual meeting
here October 7-9 and urges that the
Conmission's "full report should be
widely and thoughtfully read" and
that "serious and open-minded consideration be accorded the reccmrendations in the report."
This year's ACE convention was
convened around the subject of open
admissions but resulted in- no general endorsement or plan of action
on the theme: "P.igher Education for
Everybody? II
In the wake of this spring's
anti--govenunent turrroil on the nation's canpuses, the Council -held
eight panel discussions focusing on
problems of "Higher Education" using
background papers from various sociologists, political scientists and
administrators. Student representation on the panels was limited to
two students from Washington University in St. Louis. None of the demands or issue$ of last spring's
student strike were discussed.
The main task confronting "Higher
Education," issued in pleas by two
seperate keynote speakers, is the
developrrent of national leadership
in the academic conmunity in pressing
for legislation to establish universal higher education.
Daniel P. Moynihan, special
counsellor to the President, suggested that college and university administrators could begin to solve pro-

gor'I
Shall we continue
with our
dictionary, Gort'?

The rreetings of the Ccmnittee
are open and will probably be held
on nearly every Sat. between Nov. 7
and March 13, in addition to what"c
ever other meetings are necessary.
'Ihe assistance and cooperation of
the University Corrmunity will be
rrost appreciated by the Corrmittee
and we especially ask that any and
all suggestions of any sort _be slih-.
mitted to the Corrmittee as soon 1.s
possible.
All .t he members of the Corrmittee
are eager to cone up with the best
plan possible and we are well aware
of the considerable debate
which carrpus governance issues have
generated recently, both here and
elstWhere. We are all genuinely
anxious to recieve the comrents of
the rrenbers of the University Community on all issues of governance
at every level, including departrrent and division. Our task will
be made easier and our ultimate.
product will undoubtedly be :rrore

.

.

acc~ta-le to :rrore ~ l e 1.f we may
have the benefit of your collective
and:·iridividu.al wisdom and insight
at the very beginning of our work.
We urge that nobody delay submitting
his observations since we shall
have to begin rather prooptly and
late submissions may, unfortately,
be too late to recieve the fullest
consideration before sorre basic decisions will have to be made- at
least tentatively.
Once again then, on behalf of
the Governance Cornnittee, I ask
everyone to give thought to the
matters of governance at every level
and to forward any and all observations and ideas in writing to any
rrember of the Corrmittee (GorharnMrs • Costello, · Drs • Mitchell , Olarrberlain, Olris Couch, and Scott Alloway)
or to the secretary, Art Mayo, at
R!x)rn 121 Bonney Hall, Portland campus. All submissions will be photocopies and distributed to the entire
Coomittee as soon as they are recieved.
We thank you in advance for your
valuable help.
Gerald . F. Petruccelli
Olairman
.Ad Hoc Corrmittee on
University GovernanCQ

Scranton Commission Fair
blems on their canpuses by responding to the Nixon administration pro~
posals for higher education. He
lauded the Higher F.ducation Opportunity Act which would provide federal
subsidies to be "used in such a way
that the resources available to poor
students are brought up to the level
of middle incorre students. " It would
also provide loan funds for upperincorre students. Last year Moynj_han
called for reforms in the secondary
education system which would errphasize "vocational" training, particularly for "minority" groups, to
help build "a stable mrking class
population."
.Moynihan suggested that "the
universities are so preoccupied with
internal pfoblems--the difficulty
of managing what _now exists--that
they cannot for the rronent give rruch thought to the larger problems
of expansion. "
Noting that Nixon administration
is addressing itself to this need
to "expand" access to colleges and
universities to solve their problems,
-t-bynihan qescribed the proposal for
creation of a National Foundation
for Higher E.ducation, to be administered by a sE!Tli.-autonorrous board
and director appointed by the President, whose purpose it v.Uuld be "to
redress the imbalances that earlier
forms of federal aid have wrought."
The Foundation would provide funds
to support "excellence, new ideas
and reform in high education;" would

Very well .•.
Our next
word is :
'phlebotomy".

Its definition:• ihe
act or- practice of
bloodletting as a
therapeutic
measure."

And its
practitioners
are, I'm sure,

called :

•p111ebotomists"?

strengthen institutions which "play
a uniquely valuable role" or are
"faced with special difficulties;"
and would provide an organization'
concerned with "the develcpment of
national policy in ·higher education."
Arthur S. Flerrming, last .):'ear's
ACE chairman and president of Macalester College, echoed Moynihan's plea
for "expansion" and called for the
developrrent of a plan "that will
narrc:w significantly the gap between
the pranise our nation.has made of
equal opportunity for higher education for all. Airericans and the reali~
ty which confronts us today." He
added that he thought that "all-out
dedication to the cause of universal
access to post-secondary education
will provide new incentives for needed refonns in our system of higher
~ucation."
In another speech at tl1e convention, Samuel B. Gould, who rrost recently resigned as chancellor of the
beleaguered State University of New
York, chided administrators for fortetting that they are educators as
well. "'lhere are four kinds of presidents left,u he said, "--those in
transition, those in flight, those
in desperation, and those who are
newly anointed." SUNY has four
university centers.
(This story was written fran
three cps reports filed by the staff
of Student Life at Washington University, St. Louis.}
,

No ...

"Ge11erats."
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November 9 through December 17
Monday thru Saturday 10-5
Sunday 2-5
ARCOLQGY LECTURE
Gorham Campus · Bailey Auditorium
November 9 8 P.M.

Gorham Campus
·University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
Gorham, Maine 04038

through December 17.
SUnday fran 2 to 5 . . .

'Ihis evening at 8 p.m.
in the Auditorium of
Bailey Hall, Paolo
Soleri will lecture
on the relationship
between-Ecology and
Architecture, kna.vn
as Arcology. A
world recognized
authority on the
subject,-Soleri has
been designing for
the past 20 cxid years
in his workshop in
Arizona, creating
structures which canbine Ecology and Architecture. Although most
of his creations have not
constructed, the va·riety of his works afford
an excellent opportunity for
students to view . the best of
t;wo worlds.
Unlike most designers, he steps
_ beyond the world of prophesy and
actually creates new forms.
Soleri will have his works on display at
the Art Gallery in Gorham fran November 9
'Ihe Gallery is open daily from 10 till 5 and on

'•
Poet Raworth Here Wed.
Tern Ra.worth was born in South
London in 1938. His work has been
published in England, Arrerica, and
Mexico, with seven books of poems,
including THE BIG GREEN DAY and LION
LION, a novel called A SERIAL BIOGRAPHY, and miscellaneous translations. Third vbr ld Poli ti cal Docurrents. He is the founder of Matrix
Press, which has done books by Denise
Levertov, Charles Olson, Gary Snyder,
LeRoi Jones, etc., and rrore recently
he founded Goliard Press, which has
since been bought by, Jonathan cape
and e:xpanded into the largest English publisher of new poetry. He
is reading i~ Chicago, Iowa City,
and Ann Arbor, en route to sorre readings on the East Coast.
Related to these readings is a
film series on 111Yth, "Orpheus" and
"Ord.et" hzying already been sha.vn.
Plans are presently underway for a
large experimantal film showfug,
possibly in DecembE=r .
'Ihis is the second reading in
the Portland-Gorham poetcy series.

The purpose of the series is to bring
outs.t.anding poets whose work also
demonstrates a wisdom and a learning,
and an understanding of modern culture and modern forms, which is neither
gratuious nor cheaply popular or upto-date. Assuming unlimited resources
and time and interest, this list of
posts would include: Gary Snyder,
Robert Kelly, Robert Duncan, LeRoi
Jones, Edward Dorn, Gerrit lansing,
Harvy Bialy, allen Ginsberg; Diane
W~oski, Ted Enslin, Kenneth Irby,
Torn Ra.worth, Ed Sanders, etc. The
subject matters would include ecology,
agriculture, rock music, parapsychology
and telepathy, herbal medicines,
magic and invocations, black magic,
alcheit¥, astrology, and radical geography. That is, each person would
re deeply into one of these things
and draw from his penetration into
the poems. The poems would be his
paralinguistic rreans of giving essentially secret infonnation about
where we are. Sorre of these poets
will care this year, others have

come this year and last year, feelers are out to still others. 'Ihere
is a very limited budget to work
with, and the only way the poets
can be brought is if they agree to
read for less than their nonnai fee,
and if both Portland and Gorham chip
in together (and in some cases, Orono).
There will be no poets of lesser
quality brought, but is clear that
not everyone is goint to be able
to hear all of the poets , i . e. , know
what's coming off. That shouldn't
be discouraging. They will differ
radically from month to rronth, depending on availability in part.
For instance, we had planned on
Gerrit 1.ansing this month, but Raw::,rth was giving· an Arrerican reading
tour and wanted to see Maine enough
that he was willing to care for under his fee. Wakoski will read later
in the winter, I:brn probably in the
Spring. The readings are :rreant to
be student and conmunity oriented,
with discussions afterwards with the
poets, open to all.
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FILM RETROSPECTIVE
BOWDOIN
MONDAY
9NOV

ST. FRANCIS GORHAM FARMINGTO
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
lONOV
llNOV
12NOV

THE LOST PATROL
JUDGE PRIEST

THEY WERE
EXPENDABLE

MOGAMBO

THREE BAD MEN

THEY WERE EXPENDABLE

.

1945(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) 136 min

GORHAM
FRIDAY
13·NOV

PORTLAND
SATURDAY
14NOV

PORTLAND
SUNDAY
lSNOV

MYDARLING
CLEMENTINE

THE GRAPES OF
WRATH

THE QIBET MAN

''A memorable film on the Pacific war. The
desperate days in the Philippines, when Jugh)y
maneuverable and vulnerable motor torpedo
boats constituted what passed for a ballle fleet,
are etched in savage contours. Ford. who
should certainly know, has glossed over none
of the agony which accompanied a rear-guard
action:· - Howard Barnes

MY DARLING CLEMENTINE
1946(20th Centwy-Fox) 97 minutes

3:30

"As always Wilen Ford feels himself involved
with a subject. it is the human ideal that is
invoked rather than psychological or material
realities ... .The story is freely based on a
famous historical incident - the ,duel to the
death between Wyatt Earp and the Clanton
gang. The climactic battle in OK Conal actually
took place- though not of course exactly like ·
this .... There is no doubt about the care with
which the film was shot, the relish and tender
affection of this return to pioneering America
and the breezy spaces of the Wesl .. '.'
Llndsay Anderson

THE GRAPES OF WRATH
1940(20th Centmy-Fox) 129 minutes
"The astonis hing franlrness, the hard-hitting
social comment of The Grapes of Wrath have
been commented on often enough. What gives
it greatness is the love rather than the indig•
nation with which Ford has translated
Steinbecks story on the screen, the intensity
with which he has affinned, in image, the
dignity, the nobility, and infinite pathos of
the human creature'.' - Lindsay Anderson

THE QUIET MAN
· 1952 (Argosy-Republic) 129 minutes

"The Quiet Man"
"The Grapes of Wrath"

A marvelous Irish comedy, warm and relaxed
replete with everything that makes life in the
Republic hum - courtship, fights, beer and
religion. An Irish-American from Pittsburgh
(John Wayne) returns home to buy the ances·
traJ cottage: very soon hes involved with
Maureen O'Hara and the self-styled champion
of lnisfree, Victor McLaglen. - Michael Webb

John Ford is the American cinemas Field Marshal in charge of retreats
and last stands. In the work of no other director is the pastness of experience so vivid and the force of tradition so compelling. No other director
has ranged so far across the landscape of the American past, the worlds
of Lincoln, Lee, Twain, O'Neill, the three great wars, the Western and
trans-Atlantic migrations, the horseless Indians of the Mohawk Valley,
and the Sioux and Comanche cavalries of the West, the Irish and Spanish
incursions, and the delicately balanced politics of polyglot cities and
border states_ Ironically, Ford was adopted by the Critical Establishment
at the wrong time for the wrong films for the wrong reasons and abandoned when his work attained new summits of personal expression The
Informer and The Grapes of Wrath, his official classics, are among his
lesser works ... .
Fords major works can be traced in a rising parabola frOl',l Steamboat
'Round The Bend and Judge Priest in the mid-Thirties to the extraordinary American trilogy in 1939 - Stagecoach, Young Mr. Lincoln, and
Drums Along the Mohawk - and then on to the postwar classics beginning with My Darling Clementine and culminating with The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance. How Green Was My Valley established Maureen
O'Hara as the definitive Ford heroine, just as Stagecoach established
John Wayne as the definitive Ford hero. The extraordinary rapport of
the Wayne-O'Hara team through Rio Grande, The Quiet Man, and Wmgs
of Eagles adds a sexual dimension to Fords invocation of tradition in
human experience. How Green Was My Valley is also notable for introducing Fords visual treatment of the past as a luminous memory more
real than the present, and presumably more heroic than the future . ...

As a director, Ford developed his craft in the Twenties, achieved dramatic force in the Thirties, epic sweep in the Forties, and symbolic
evocation in the Fifties. His style has evolved almost miraculously into
a double vision of an event in all its vital immediacy and also in its ultimate memory-image on the horizon of history.

JOHN FORD F1LMOGRAPHY
John Ford was born Sean Aloysius O'Feeney (the anglicized spelling of O'Fearna) on February 1, 1895
in Cape Elizabeth, Maine; he was the thirteenth (and last) child of Sean O'Feeney and the former
Barbara Curran, who had come to America from Galway, Ireland. While he was still a baby, the
family moved to Portland, Maine, where his father owned a saloon; summers were spent on Peaks
Island (when he got older, he played a lot of summer baseball'). His father took him to Ireland
several times, a sister 'came with us once',he says. 'It was a very easy trip from Portland. We caught
the boat right there and it landed in Galway, and then it was only a few miles over the hill to where
my people lived:The Gaelic was spoken around the house, and thats where he picked it up. 'Forgotten it all by now:
After graduating from Portland High School in 1913, he came directly to Hollywood to get a job
with his older (by thirteen years) brother, Francis, who had taken the name Ford and was a contract
director-writer-actor at Universal Studios. Jack Ford (as he called himself) is listed in a 1916 issue
of the Motion Picture News Studio Directory as an assistant director, but he says his screen career
began as a laborer and then as a third prop man.
(Euerpted, from "John Foni," by Peter Bogdaoovitcll)

"They Were Expendable"

editorials
Tuition -Fight
Not Helpful
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Whose Who's Who?

Every year a committee ot· students, faculty, and administration select a number of students to cite for 11 Scholarship, leadership, and service11 to the Gorham Campus. The award _is a listing in the Who 1 s Who in
American Universities and Colleges. This year 19 students were nominated It was a saddening experience
and so awarded by this campus. The Gorham Obse~ver is disappointed in
to' read last weeks banner in the
the manner by which these students were selected and in the fact that
Viking: Senate to Hire Lawyer. The
the list does not solely include well-known and outstanding student
Portland Student Senate consumated
leaders.
We are not trying to degrade the persons that nave been selected
their threat to take legal action
this year. Far from it. They have been chosen by a student-faculty ·
against the university. The hired a
committee who screened all possible candid~tes. What we are upset with
lawyer. The unfortunate part about
is the fact that the Who 1 s Who awards are designated for students perthe whole matter is that nothing about
- forming outstanding work for the university and that here these awards
tution can be done; the tuition in
do not seem to follow that line. Somebody~ has got to be the one to
the middle of a fiscal biennium will
complain about it. The newspaper then must be that one. We are not
be impossible to change.
screaming 11 sour g_rapes. 11 • We are hopeful that the Who •s Who
The Gorham Observer feels that
be chosenin the futurefrom the ranks of those students who are active
the Portland efforts are a waste of
time, money, and energy and we strongly in all walks of the Campus life, or who are outstanding in their contributions to the political, social, and/or cultural life of this camurge the Senate to abort this plan of
action. Such a course only serves
pus. Then perhaps we can say we know who 1 s who.
to encourage hostilities between7the
two campuses; hostilities which should
be avoided .. We cannot in any way
support a plan which would in any way
increase Gorham tuition next semester.
Rather, we suggest that the tuition
Jessie
be levelled at Gorham's present rateby
if free tution is overruled. We conI have another question. Should
demn -~11 eforts to override the conclasses, fraternities, and dorms pay
census of the Gorham Campus which
for the entertainment of the student
calls for no raise for the coming
body or should the money come from
With the new merger between Portsemester. ve also suggest that a
the Student Senate? I 1 ve been talkJand and Gorham, many ways are being
realistic look be taken at the level
ing to several people trying to find
tried to knit them even closer toat which out-of-state 'tuition is
out about this years Winter Carnival
gether.
One way is the suggestion
set. $1000 is a farce. This school
and I hear they 1 ve a problem. It
of possibly having one student sen(UMPG) is not worth it. Even $700
seems that Saturday the 13th of Febate for both Portland and Gorham.
is fairly steep.
ruary, a concert - dance with the
The Observer this week asks, Do you
Thus, we say no to tuition increaseStone Flute is planned to be free
favor one or two student senate govnext semester. Next year is a fair
to Gorham students, which means there
ernments for UMPG? The answers:
time to equalize the two rates.
will be no profit at all. The Student Where there are two campuses and
Senate passed the money for the group
each one is different in many ways,
but there was some oppos ition to it .
it i s good that there are two student
The Winter Carnival Committee will
senates.--Judy Solari, FreshmaJJ.
have to ask the Senate for more money
I favor two--because I don't know
to pay ·for police, lights, etc ..
anything about what it is like trySome of the Senators don t feel the
ing to survive on the Portland Cammoney should come out of the Senate
pus and I don't think that people
but I can't understand their reasongoing to school on the Portland CamLast week you published a letter
pus know any more about the Gorham
from Richard Olesen,the Senior Class ing. The classes .get only one dollar
per person enrolled in the class
Campus. It may be necessary to have
President of the Portland Campus.
whle the dorms get a dollar per pera body of people from both places-I am in full agreement with his arson registered in "the dorm . So why
a sort of United Nations of UMPG.-guments as to why the word Gorham
Marta Skoglund, Freshman.
should not appear on their diplomas. should they give the students something free? Concerts are fine but
I favor one government, since UMPG
I do feel,for the same reasons that
they also make money (supposedly)so
is now combined and will~ in the
he stated in his article,that the
why not spend some of it directly
future be like one college. They
word Portland should not appear on
on
the
students?
Maybe
we're
narshould
start combining such things
our diplomas. The reasons he stated
row
minded
but
we
have
yet
to
hear
as
curriculum
and government. This
were different faculty and differeDt
a
good
reason
against
Student
Senate
should
not
be
all
of a sudden, but
courses and requirement . . He also
financeerin
the
Winter
Carnival.
gradual
combining
concerning
matters
stated that the merger is still only
Good
luck
Winter
Carnival
Committee!
that
the
two
camouses
have
in
common.
administrativ~,not ' aoedemic,and it
Putting
the
two
governments
together
Oh,
guess
what
else
I
heard?
The
is too early to equate the two camwould also make a better school,
empty room behind the bookstore was
puses,and I agree.
since each government could use the
built
to
be
a
BOMBSHELTER.
I'm
I could have gone to Portland,but
good points from each school and
sure
you
remember
a
couple
of
years
I chose Gorham and so I would like
put
all their ideas together.--Patti
ago
when
everyone
went
air
raid
shelte1
to graduate with a diploma from the
Wayne,
Sophomore.
crazy.
Well,
do
you
think
Gorham
the University of Maine at Gorham
I
favor
two student senates because
State
could
miss
out?
The
only
and not the University of Maine at~
of
the
transportation,
financial and
problem
is
that
no
one
but
the
House
Portland-Gorham.
voting problems that would arise if
Directors of Upton-Hastings know it
we had just one government. Also,
is a bombshelter. I'm glad I found
Sincerely yours,
each campus would probably have a
out.
I.
always
knew
th~re
was
a
reason
Louis Proctor
hard time trying to collaborate their
for
everything,
be
it
old
or
new.
President
activities,
concerts, sports, etc ..
Class of 1971
Mary O'Brien, Freshm~n.
I
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o~~~!~
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letters

A NOTE ON CHRISTfvlAS CARDS,,,

,

Dear Editor:
I take typewriter in hands to
use the "Observer" as a sounding
board for two reasons. Our campus
just completed on November 5 a service project of which the citizens
of Gorham may not have been aware.
Inversely a small group (thirteen,
to be exact) of interested Gorham
residents last week participated in
the same service project of which
the - campu·s was not aware- - until now.
Upon learning about operation "Mail
CaJl Vietnam" the Special Education
class at the Millett School composed,
as a class, a greeting which they
then turned into thirteen person- .
alized Christmas cards. Last Friday
the class brought their cards up to
the College and deposited them in
the box in the cafeteria.
(For any
who may have to tamper with the contents of the ~ x tor whatever reason,
t h at's wh y you have s ome which are
not completely signed or completely
ligible--some of the six to thirteenyear-olds cannot y et write . )
One might q uestio n whether thi s
was an ide a o riginated by the class .
This l eads me into my second reason
f o r cont r i b u ting this example of
o utside con ce rn f o r worthwhile projects. Pride (vanity? ) .. . I was
t he i r studen~ te a ch e r.
Thank y ou f o r a llowing
me to b e a spoke s man f o r ,
wha t the mentally retaraed
can do ,
Vi c ki Manzer

THANKS TO ALPHA XI DELTA_,

I

I

.

Dear Editor ,
Delta Ch i Fraternity wishes t o
thank t he si s ters and pledges of
Alpha Xi Delta, our own s isters o f
Chi De l p h i a, our p ledges and the g ir l s
who ar e n't greeks that helped make
our Hal loween Party f o r the Gorham
kids a s s uc ces sful a s it turned o ut
t o b e. Those o f u s who s u rvi ved
the o n s l aught r ea li ze how f u t i l e
it wo u ld have been without a combined
effort and, as it turned out, we
emerged with only a few • k i cks, bites,
bruises and one badly battered mummy.
(Our VP , who deserves special
special credit). Despite the fact
that many brave darlings weren't
scared and r esorted to guerrilla
warfare, the majority were geniunely
terrified and loved every minute
of it. Anyone who saw downstairs
Anderson -or the old cafeteria after
the chaos can t es t ify to the success
of t h e evening.
Once a g ain , th a nks to y ou who
h e lped us .
We appreciate it, and
s o do a hund red or so little re~idents
of Gorham.
Mark Purcell, Sec.
Delta Chi Fraternity

Ko

KirvvvlEL ON BOMBS,,,

Dear Resident Student:
In view of the developments which
took place Tuesday on our campus
and yesterday at the Portland Campus
let me review some points of procedure
with you regarding bomb threats.
Should a bomb threat come in,
you will be evacuated either from
your building only or from the entire campus. The two locations reserved for us for such emergencies
are the Methodist and Congregationalist
churches on School Street. When the
announcement is made in your hall
followed by the fire alarm, please
take coat, books and other personal
belongings (perphaps blanket) with
you, and leave immediately. All
buildings will then be se~rched by
the State Police, including individual student rooms, and announcements
will be made when it is "all clear"
for return.
The only authorized personnel
to announce hall clearance are the
Student Personnel Administrators.
Please wait for anyone of us to meet
you at the church locations to announce the initial return to the
Student Union Building, (which will
b.e the first building searched and
clear~d). From there announcements
will be made about hall clearances.
You should assume that each hall
clearance will take some what longer
than Tuesday's search because of the
number of student- rooms involved.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation of the co-operation
we all received from each of you
Tuesday and hppe that this difficulty
does not often arise.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ko Kimmel
Assoc. Dean
• - of Students

R.S.G. invited the Presidents,
Vice-presidents, Secretaries, and
Treasurers of all dorms to attend
the Nov. 4 meeting. We were asked
if we thought there was a need for
R.S.G. on campus and, if not, did
we have any alternatives?
Robie representatives felt that
there was not a need for R.S.G. on
campus because we felt it was just
one more channeJ to go through and
~ecommended some other type of representative group that could meet
only as problems arise.
Other members of the group defended the need for R.S.G. on campus
because they felt that if the campus
asked for something ·collectively
we would have more of a chance to
obtain what we would like or need,
because we would hav~ more of a
backing behind us.
Robie representatives decided
that R.S.G. is needed on campus for
heJp in obtaining things we cannot
get ourselves.
R.S.G. stated that it appeared
as if they were not doing anything
because they were not getting any
proposals in from the dorms. Therefore, we would appreciate it if anyone having any ideas or needs for
improving our dorm or the campus
to please bring them to a member of
the House Committee or your R.S.G.
representative.
Thank-you,
Secretary, Robie Hal)

Our Answer to HeraldLetter
Damning Gorham Gurus . ..
COR SUPER TEACHER STRIKES ~AIN

mDEFENSE '(f mTHER)

" • . . The c ity hall and schools are
jamme d wi t h Gorham g raduates who
make the p o licies and administer the '
rules. S e1dom is there a liberal
arts college graduate among them (sic).
Th e p revailing philosophy is of Dr.
Mar c ou s e (sic) , whose radi c al ideas
have p rod.uc e d Mark Ru dds, Angela Davis ,
a nd othe rs, and Dr. Spock who advo cated in his baby books, "Giv e the
child anything he wants otherwise
y o u wi ll stunt hi s g r o wth," and
"the middle class value s i n America
are false,"
(More power t o the Pe op le )
They spend t hei r time on way out
courses, for i nstance, one designed
with no study r equirements, no required class attendance, and no
rank but "earned" credit toward
graduation.
[Observer note: Get ready for thisJ
They hire Charlie Manson types as
teachers, (beards, long hair, nonconventional dress, and peace medals)
who teach their classes by sitting
crosslegged on their desks.
These
gurus open ly preach subversion and
indoctrinate t h eir classes , indi rec tly ,
wi th the philoso p h y c ontained in
[Jerry] Rubin's book .. . "
Disturbed Teacher
This letter is a reprint from
the Press Herald and was written by
a Deering High School teacher.
It

appered in the November 6 paper as
an addendum to the problems Deering
has been experiencing as of late.
Our first reaction was of extreme
anger; then we thought it was a joke .
Unfortunately, it isn't. Someone
actually believ es in what we have
printed. We added the italics to
emp~ asize the more disturbing parts
o f the writers charges.
ve don't have t o detai l a defens e o f o ur campu s becau se the letter i s so ridiculous t hat i t c o nsti t u t e s o ur own de fe ns e . What we
have to say is someth ing more.
The writer is o bviou sly afraid
of the changes in education today
and the changes in the values of youth.
He (she) then attacks the college
students and recent graduates as
persons less than desirable , as
d~ngerous influences on our society.
The only danger to freedom of
thought and action is from people
such as the "Disturbed Teacher".
When we have persons like him in the
schools, then we are harming those
whom he seeks to protect from those
" g u rus " a t Gor ham .
The only threat t o educ ation in
Maine and Amer i ca today are people
like that teacher.. We feel sorry
for persons being "taught" by that
person.
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SEA. Plans
'Ihe Student Education Association
held its first ~ting Nov. 4. Plans
were made and suggestions offered
for future activities of the association. Bob Hammlainen S:EX)ke on the
New England Teacher's Preparation
Association Convention which was held
in Plyrrouth, Massachusetts and was
attended by Gorham delegates, Michael
Conni.er, Bob Hanmalainen and facul ty
advisor, Dr. Henpel. 'Ihe delegates
had a field trip to Boston and visited the Trotter and Montessori Schools
where they could abserve the activities and atmospher es of experinental
schools. There were also programs ·
on Individual Perscribed Instruction
and Simulation. Delegates were also
sent to the New England Regional
Conference in Groton, Mass . but, due
to the l ack of organization , the contingents withdrew. Delegates will
be sent to the Maine State Conf erence
of St udent National Education Associat ion which wi ll be held i n Augusta,
Maine on November 14. Delegates t o
that conference will be Michael
Conni.er, Miriam Deans, Donna Ridley,
and Rac;:hel Roy along with Gorham
S.E.A. advisor, Miss Mildred Peabody.
Future meetings of the S.E.A. will
be announced. All rrembers are urged
to attend.

. HERE'S THE WORLD
FAMOUS SCHOOL TEACHER
ASKING L(OU TO JOIN THE
t+NITED TEACHING PROFESSION

REPRINT COURTEs'v
SO UT HER N

CALIF OR NIA TEA C HER S A SS O CI A TI O N -

SE CTIO N

MAGAZIN E

THE VALUATOR

Campbell Honored

FOod SerVice Defends
Meal Policy Hardening
An Explanation of some important aspects. return with your Meal Card the
following meal or within 24 hrs.
l. The checking system ~ why?
to be reimbursed. This will
2. Missed meal factor?
allow you to have your meal, and
3. Seconds Policy
it will help us control your
4. Bag Lunch
Dining Hall.
Checking system. Your Meal Card
We have a checking system that
is your authorization to use the
is reviewed every day. In the event
dining facility. Have your Meal
a M~al Jicket number shows up twice
Ticket ready to be shown at each
on one meal, the holder of t he t icket
meal . Although no one likes to be
will be held responsible f or the cost
checked at each meal, this benef its
of the second meal . ( Based on t he
yo u because it p~ovides us with the
Casua l Meal Ra te)
fo llowi ng :
l. Inf ormat i on fo r orderin g and
Mis sed Meal Factor . Every Colpr odu cti on.
lege t hat has a Meal Pl an takes into
2. Assu res t he s t udent wh o has paid
consideration the average number of
for his meal that we are looking
meals actual ly eaten when de terminafter hi s costs.
ing th e cost of the meal plan. Be3. Results in offering ad diti on al
cause there are a number of missed
speci al meals because of reduced
meals, the Meal Plan ca n be sold to
cost s.
the students at a r ed uced rate.
Pl ease have your mea l t i cket
Othe rwi se , t he r ate would have to
re ady t o be shown at each mea l and
be pr ojected on an actual cos t basis
use i t on ly for you r self .
as in the case of the casu al mea l
So t ha t we can protect your i nrate. Thus, the meal tic ket is not
terests, we ask you to avide by th~
transferable.
Our boligat ion- to
below procedure in case you do not
you
is
to
operate
efficiently so that
have your Meal Tickey to show:
an
unneccessary
Hlc
rease i n cost to
Pay the casual meal rate and
you isn't needed. You, in t urn,
have an obligation to your f ellow
students.
Unlimited Seconds Pol i cy . Because we are offering a prog ram wh er eby the students may return f or Seconds, it is necessary th at t hi s
food be eaten withi n the Oining Halls.
Ti ckets for
The r eason for this i s th at if food
'Ihe Ford Film Festival
were allowed to be taken outside
are on sale in the Senate Office.
the Din ing Ha l ls, there wo uld be an
$1.50 Gorham Students
obv ious i ncrease in th e total cos t
$3.50 Students (others)
of foo d which would result in a
$5. 00 Non-students
much higher rate to the student.
It is also asked that you t ake on ly
what you want to eat and eat wha t
you take. The gene ral pol i cy i s
to please take one serv i ng and come
back for seconds. We are not con cer ned with how much you eat , but
only how much you waste, since t his
al so will have an effect on the cost
of the Meal Pl an ..

Theatre
Moves Up

Idle rrorrents are an unknown f or
the Treeriouse Players. With THE
IDRLD OF CARL SANDBURG successfully
corrpleted,work has already begun
Dr. F. Kent Campbell, associate
on the season's second production.
professor of Music at the Gorham
This will be RASHCMON by Faye and
canpus of the University of Maine
Micheal Kanin,to be presented on
at Portland-Gorham, has been selectDecember 4,5,10,11,12.
ed to appear in the 1970 edition of
The cast for .RASHCM'.)N includes
"Outstanding Educators of Arrerica."
Bill 'Wood as priest; Ray Wynne
campbell, who cane to the Univer- as 'Woodcutter; Phil Benner as
sity of Maine this fall after eleven
Wigmaker; Greg Parker as Deputy;
years on the faculty at Bradley UniSteve Kelly as Bandit; Mike Bruversity in Illinois, will be listed
lotte as Husband; Beverly Strout
among 5,000 of the nation's forerrost
as Wife; Susan Bentzen as Mother;
educators honored in this annual
and Claudette Lachance as Mediurr:;
publication.
'lhe play is based on an old
In addition to being naned to
Japanese legend. Director Minor
the "outstanding Educators of Arrerica," Rootes. ans his student assistances
Canpbell is also listed in; the 1970
in make-up and costume design have
edition of "Who's Who in the Midwest. " been busily doing research during
A graduate of the University of
the past few weeks to find the
Kentucky in 1951, he received both
rrost authentic ways of creating the
his M.S. and Ed. D. in music educaJapanese effects neede for the
tion from the University of Illinois. production. Efforts are being made
While at Bradley he served as an
to make this show technically and
associate professor of music educaartistically true to the traditiontion and director of bands.
al Japanese theatre.

Bag Lunch Pol i cy . Bag Lunches
ar e ava ilabl e f or st udents who are
unable to eat lu nch i n the cafe teria
bec ause of a schedu l ed cl ass or because of Student Teach in g away fr om
Campus. If yo u need a bag l unc h,
contact the Manager of the Dining
Hall. He will arrange a time in
the morning for you to pick up your
bag lunch. This should be done two
days in advance to allow time for
ordering and preparing. Please set
this up on a regular basis so you
need not place an order each time
you need a bag lunch.

THE DBf.\/~__CWB WI LL HOLD A ~IDING AT
6:30 R'1 ,TlESDAY NOV. 10 ALL INTERESTED Sl1JDNETS ME URGED TO Cct£ TORUSSELL HALL TO FIND OUT ACTIVITIES PLAN~£D
THE CLUB FOR THE NEAR RITTJRE ·
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Phi Mu
Delta
Phi Mu Delta would first like
to thank all those who attended their
annual Halloween Party last wee~end
which was very successful. Vin West- ·
berg won the best costume as he
dressed up as a (we haven't decided
yet).
At the present, the orange and
black are in their last week of
pledging and know they have a fine
quality of brothers awaiting initiation.
Going into the Championships for
football, the "A" team finds itself
undefeated after beating the Brown
Hush 52-0 last week.
Starting this week th~ brothers
will
be havingl a faffle for their
.
24 lb. live ~urkey known as Gertrude.
The tickets will sell for a 25¢ donation and the winner receives Gertrude or will be subsidized another
prize whereas Gertrude will be given
to a charitable organization ••• we
Who's Who Recipients were named this we~k, according to Associate
Dean Kathy Hojnacki.. Those students are cited for campus leadership, scholarship, and and service to the student body and the
university. Pictured from left to right, Ginny Small, Bonnie
Chapman, Patty Wallace(Seated), Kathy Flaherty, John Cabot (S),
Mike Cormier, Beth Wilson, Nancy Harnois, Jeanne Kimball (S),
Gib Twitchell, Mary Davis (S), Vicki Manzer, Terry Cekutis (S),
Rachel Roy (S), Jon Card, Alan Bray. Not pictured include Vinnie
T. B. Decarolis, Fred . Almquist, Vance Wormwood.

Bread Concert
at Colby
Saturday evening, Nov. 14, at
8 p.m. the Student Goverrurent of

r....
By John A. Chabot
The fraters and pledges of TAU
KAPPA EPSILON enjoyed an excellent
party this past weekend. Rock music
was provided by a real gassy groupFlameless Heat,and further "entertainment" was offered by the pledges .
The pledge class again aided in
the improvement of this campus by
participating in the foxhole filling
of the Woodward Hall parking lot.
Our sympathies go to frater "Dog"
Parr who was just "getting int9 things"
Thrusday night when he was bagged.
The TKE bowling team has . had a
successful series of games with only
one loss; the TKE Trojans football
team,so far "unscored upon" is eagarly awaiting its final game of the
season, Good Luck to both!

Colby College will present "Bread"
in concert at the Wadsworth Gym.
Tickets are two dollars and fifty
cents and will be on sale at the
door.
Bread is a four man group from
California who are on their first
eastern tour. They becarre f arrous
with their hit, "Make It With You".
Critics have said of Bread, "They
have a substantial arrount of attractivenessof, say, the Buffalo Springfield and Credence Clearwater.
... but the significance of Bread lies
in their instumental and corrpositional integrity .•. " (S.F. Examiner)
Bread's "Make It With You" and
their current hit "Don't Matter to
Me" are not typical of their style.
Puzzle of the Week: How does the
:t-bst of their material is rock not
philosophy-" vhen it rain s it pours!"
geared to the top forty market.
a pail, and two disenchanted lovelies

Phi Mu &
Mr. PoGo u.
November 12, 8 .p.m., Mr. PcQ:i
U will be selected from a crowd of
outstanding carrpus male personnel.
Sponsored by Phi Mu Sorority, the
Pageant will include Bathing suit,
formal wear show; talent, and other
fun type things guarranteed to bring
out the best in the male populace
of the carrpus • .Admission is 50¢
which is preety reasonable considering shows like this were once banned
in Boston •••

relate with frater John Martin being
this week's Troll????

Advisory
Ther~ will be an important meeting
of the . advisory committee this Wednesday night (Yes, Virginia. That Mr.
Gla~sman .) in Hastings Formal Lounge
at 5 o'clock. The topic scheduled
for discussion is tuition although
we can I t promise that the fl oo.r wi 11
be opened to non-members of the committee. There should be a lively
debate as the Portland Senate has
authoriied funding to sue for equal
tuition next semester. Come!!

l(DE
On Wednesday evening Oct. 28,
Kappa Oetla Epsilon sorority in
conjuction with the Friends of the
Retarded of Portland,Maine,sponsered a Halloween Party for area re~
tarded children. Approximately
fifty enjoyed the games and activities w~ich included apple dunking
and a balloon busting contest planned by the sisters. Sining and
dancing were also enjoyed as were
refreshments of apples,popcorn,
candy and punch. Prizes were awarded for therfunniest,most interesting,and best all-round,etc.,costumes.
At an informal get-together on
Oct. 20, K.D.E. sisters and guests
watched a movie~about the work being done at the Maine Rehibilitation
Center. Refreshments of sherbert
punch and donut holes were served.
In the near future,the sisters hope
to have a speaker from the St. Louis
Home for BOys and Girls in Scarborough Maine,to aquanit us with the
program there.

Alpha
Xi Delta
Alpha Xi Delta would like to congradulate the fine sisters chosen
for WIO"S WHO IN AMERICAN COLLEGES.
They are: Kathy Flaherty, Vicky Manzer, Rachel Roy, Patti Wallace, Beth
Wilson.
The chapter is looking fci>rward
to a visit from our provincial chapter president,Mrs Bos~ardin,on Nov
6 thru 8.
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Gorham
Outclasses

Visiting Viking Soccermen,
RESERVE GOALIE IN AS LANCE IMJURED BEFORE GN1E
by Con Lamontagne
In a soccer garre under .the lights
at Gorham High field last M:Jnday,
the Gorham Huski~s outplayed and
outclassed the Portland Vikings,
7-4. "Mini Brute" Robinson led the
attack with 4 goals.
Earl Spaulding booted in the
first Gorham score at 9:22 of the
first period following a direct kick.
Within 5 minutes, Dave Halligan headed
in a goal to up the score to 2-0.
In the second period, Robinson tallied tandem goals to stretch the
Gorham lead to 4-0.
'Ihe opening m:::inents of the third
period saw Gorham lapse as Portland
hit twd·quick goals in 4 minutes.
However, Robinson broke the Viking
surge as he sliced in his third goal
from the left side across the goal
line into the right comer of the
--~

n~..-1-1~n~

7-4

with a goal of its' own to narrow
the Husky lead to 2 goals.
Halfway through the fourth period
Portland struck again for the fourth
tally of the game. But at 12:15
Robinson crashed through hell and
high water to convincingly get number
6 Gorham score and his own fourth.
Dave Halligan iced the cake at 19:05
as he picked up his second score in
making it 7-4, Gorham.
In surrmary, it was evident that the
Husky training gave _them ample ti.Ire
to shoot and pass as well as totally
dcrninate the offensive phase of the
garre. outside of the first four
minutes of third period, the game
was controlled by Gorham all the way.
'Ihe other 78 minutes belonged to the
superior Husky club.

cT~1~k h;:i~k rlr ll!?n

Basketball Prospects G00 d
With Veteran J)ig,mst,6'2",r€W1.th only four we~s until the~r
debut on Dec. 1 against St Francis
~e Gorham Huskie~ Ba~ketball Team
1.s _presently getting 1.n shape for
a tough 1970-71 schedule. Included
on ~e schedule are the Huskies
Holiday Toumarrent OT!l Dec. 28-29
and the games at Sam Jones Federal
.
'
h' gto D C
d Sh
C1.ty in Was in
n' • • an
enandoah College,Winchester,Va. on
Feb. 12-13.
Last year's team finished mth
13-11 record and placed 2nd in
the NESCAC area conference. Again
this year the team to beat will be
the NESCAC area conference campanionship defenders-Keene State.
'Ihis year the Huskies, Basketball
Team has good speed,defence and
shooting,but suffers because it
lacks an experienced center. 'Ihe
center position was left vacant
last year when Verne Plurnrrer graduat:¢ and Ted Libby didnot return
due to peesonal reasons. Newcom- I
ers Gary M:Jrrill,Jeff Scott,and
Barry Howell are canpeteing for
that position.

a

turns this year as captain and
forward. Other returning lettennen include juiors: Henry
Batchelder,6' forward fran GOrham;
Jim Graffam a 5'6" guard from
Waldoboro; Rick Sim:mds a 5 1 10"
guard from Cumberland·and Soph. Mik Lavi·Ane a' 6 , l" forrrores.
e
-:r·
d from Brunswick· Dave Tamule;fc;h a 6 , 4 .. forward,from Brockton
Mass.
New .varsity team members include
four freshrren,a sophmore,and a junior. 'IWO of the freshrren,Matt r::onahue and Paul Lawerence,come to the
Huskies as fo:rrner rrernbers of Westbrook High School,State Champions.
Freshman Gary M:Jrrill a 6 1 6 11 center
fran Rockland. Corrpleteing the
varsity freshrren roster is Ed. Caruagno,an all-star from Burlington,
N.J. Soph:rrore Jeff Scott from Houlton plays center at 6'2". Junior
Barry Howell,6'4",is another center
ana cares from Waldoboro.
Prior to their first garre,Gorham
will play scrimmages against Bo.-xlion
and Colby.

SPORTS
LIGHT ..

Mini-Brute
It was a cold and misty overcast
afternoon last Monday when George
Robinson came sprinting across the
finish line in the annual Turkey
Trot. Plaaing behind Lloyd Slocum and ahead of Coach Don Thomas,
he recieved second place award out
of over forty runners.
This achievement would have been
a great culmination of anyone's day,
but it was only the first for Mini.
That night in the Gorham- Portland game on the Gorham High Field,
he powered his way to four outstanding
goals as he led the Huskies to a
decisive 7-4 victory.
His nickname "Mini Brute " is a
combination of two of his characteristics,; his size-5'6'\, 130 lbs.and his brute determination.
Mini, one of the teams' high
scorers, just completed his second
season on the Gorham squad. As well
as soccer, he runs in the spring with
the track team.
A Falmouth native and resident,
he commutes daily to the campus
where he is a Social Science major.
When graduated, he plans to teach
social studies at the high school
level and also coach. In his spare
time he enjoys reading and also participating in all types of sports.

Space
For
Rent

a hair cut . . .
WALK IN OR APPOINTMENT
REGULAR HAIRCUTS -

,

'

st

:

-Mario's
State Street, Gorham

Casco
Country

TUESDAY - FRIDAY, 9 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

Store·

"Everything in the Line

SATURDAY, 8:30 A.M.-5 P.M.
' Elite Method of Razor Cutting - Roffier

Mr. "G" Shopping Center

Sculptur Kut, Nationally Franchised.

of Fine Italian Foods

Gorham

Capilo Scalp· Treatment and Analysis

and Hot Sandwiches!'

Hardware Houseware

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Call 839- ~765

I

Sporting Goods
School Supplies
Clothing

Feather-lite • Hair Replacement and
Servicing

·GORHAM BARBER SHOP
7 State St.

Gorham, Me.
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Women's Tennis Split

GORHAM PHARMACY, Inc

Rexall

THE

In woman's tennis Gorham chaulked
up its secong win of the season
with a full sweep against UMPG Port.land (4-0) in a natch ·begun Oct. 29th
and finished Nov. 4th. In singles
Debbi Batchelder and Nancy Halleck
easily defeated their opponents Connie Gouzie (6-0,6-4) and Henrice Aceta
(6-0,6-0). In doubles play Robyn
Murphy and Jan Devine defeated Kerry
Johnson and Linda Howland (6-3,3-6,
6-3)and Liz Kelly and Debbi La.Fonre
in a well-fought contest defeated
Anita De Chricco and Marcia Harnlyn
(6-4,3-6,7-5). Bothe doubles matches
which had been called at~ one set
apiece on account of darkness,had
to be corrpleted on a second day.
In the final scheduled match of the
season Westbrook defeated Gorham
(2-1). Kathy Downing of Gorham
playing her fiest match of the season finished undefeated with her

Volleyball
Opens
Intercollegiate Volleyball gets
u9erway this week with a Varsity
and J.V. match against a visiting
Bates Team. Mrs Gallagher of the
Womens' Physical Education Dept.
is coaching a hard-working team of
warren corrpeti tors. The remainder
of the schedule which goes up to
the Christmas vacation is as fol•
lows:
,.
Tues,Nov. 17 Westbrook,3:30pm
Thrus,Nov. 19 UMP 3:30
Mon. ,Nov. 23 Farmington 3 :30
Weds, Dec 2 Westbrook 3:30
Mon., Dec 7 UMP 3 :30
Weds . , Dec 9 Colby 3 : 15
Intramurals take over the WAA
scene begining this week in the
Women's Gym. For those wCJID2n
who want ot play basketball,practice and an intramural tournament
will be held each Monday and Wednesday at 7:00 PM. Volleyball
enthusiasts are urged to join this
group for practice and tournament
play on Tuesday and Thursday each
week 7:00 PM.

Hockey Team
Falls
The waren's Field Hockey Team canpleted its 1970 season with a 1-6-1
record following a 3-1 loss to Westbrook College on Monday. Although
the Gorham team had beaten the Westbrook club earlier in the season,
the Portland team dominated the play
in the final game of both teams.
Gorham's only goal was scored by
Debbi' Selleck,freshm:m left inner.
High scorer for the season was sophrrore center forward Donna McGibney
with 5 goals. Senior and Co-Captains
Mary Honan and Jeamre Kimball completed their third and fourth seasons... respectively, with the Gorham
Hockey Team. With the return of
rrany of this year's team as well as
the prospect of sorre experienced
J .V. 's,freshnen,and the joining of
the Portland Carrpus with Gorham,the
team should have brighter propects
for an eight game schedule in 1971.

Store

win over Janice Ryder (6-2,6-1).

Nancy Halleck and Liz Kelly fell
to the strong Westbrook team of
Carol Tewkebury and Debbi Dyer .
(6-1, 6-0) while Janice Devine and
Robyn Murphy los:t to Lyn Hendry and
Ann Archer (7-5,6-2). Gorham closed the season with a 2-5-1 record.
In the recent Maine State Women's
Intercollegiate Tennis 'Iburnament
Gorham was represented by the single
players Kathy Downing and Debbi
Batchelder. Kathy was victorious
in the first rouri.d defeating Terry
Hannon of Presquecisle (6-2,6-2)
but lost to Janice Ryder of W:!stbrook (6-3,6-2) in the second round
Debbi went d0Nr1 to defeat in the;
first round against the tourament
winner Lyn Estes of Colby (6-1,6-1)
and again was defeated in the consolation round by Kate Hanley of
Orono (6-3,7-5).
UMPG Food Committee.

Prescription Specialists
School Supplies
Cosmetics

'
Hallmark Cards
Fine Candies
"One of Maine's Finest Stores"
Gorham

104 Main St.

839-3738

Phone 839-3160

Go-r ham . Playhouse
FRI. SAT.

NOV. 13 - 14

Jack Lemmon In

" THE

Our OF

TOWNER "

(G>

Shows: 7:00 &9:00 Mat. Sat. 2:00

-----

Gorham Campus

Sunday Nov. 15, ONE DAY ONLY
II

CoUGAR COUNTRY // (G)

2:00 - 7:00 &9:00

Intramural Standings
TKE
60 12
Grand Cosrros60 l.2
Junie Moons 55
9
Phi Mu Delta
"A" 70 14
Faculty
0 20
Gringoes
45 13
Hogs
45
5
Phi Mu "B' 55
5
Delta Chi
45
0

Food Committee Meeting 3;00 Tuesday

This Sunday night, Nov. 15, at
8:30 p.m. the second of a series of
concerts will occur with the appearance of Frank Zappa and his Mother's
of Invention. The cost of tickets
for this show is a minimal $3.00.
Zappa's music is sorrething different
£ran what you corrrronly hear on the
juke box or radio; it is a truely
different musical experience.
The series of concerts, which
started off with Chicago and now
features Zappa, will hopefully be
successful ·series running into next
spring. The greatest feeling going
is that the students of Gorham really
supported Chicago and got together
for a really beautiful experience.
Hopefully the Gorham feeling, as
expressed in the U.N~H. (last issue
Observer) ,will continue with Zappa
and rrake this concert just as fantastic.
Gorham is becaning a big name
in the minds of pec:ple who know what's
happening. The reasons for this
fame is due to the pec:ple working
together to rrake sorre change, ·to
rrake their living experience as rewarding as possible.
As Persident of the Senate. T
want to take this tine to thank the
students of Gorham for Chicago, and
hope that the support will continue
in all the endeavo~s of a graving

10%
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Total
102
97
95.

0

82

-1 57
0 17
112
-4 3
0 0

76
75
63
59
45

DISCOUNT

On All
Decorated Cakes
For
GORHAM STUDENTS
( with college identification)

10 MAIN Sr.

carrpus.
•

-2

35
32
40

These are the results of our ,
first four sport~ listed. Bowling,
which is in it's fourth wee)<., appears
to be very close with- Delta Chi,
Grand Cosrros, Hogs, Phi Mu Delta B,
and TKE all within six points of each·
other. Also with only one week rerraining in f09tball, we find both
Phi Mu Delta A and TKE leading their
league with identical 4-0 records.
Following this week will be playoffs
which only the top two teams £ran
both leagues participate.
Reminder! ! !
Table tennis is nearing!
"In bowling, HersCJn and Kane
share high single with a 130, Kane
alone stands on tc:p with 330 for
three."

Sen,a te Notes

-
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FRa-1 THE TRAFFIC AND PARKING UJiMMITTE

'

Saturday and Sunday parking will
be allowed by all authorized vehicles

in all lots until further notice.
Also, on November 1st the winter
parking rules (Section 9 of your
Parking Guide) go into effect.
Judene Dyer
Secretary

Boo, Hiss, Unfair, Ridiculous, et al

-

J{ & 311, Ca'Lte'L Co.
9aatwea'L /a,,, the enti1ze ':Family

9 STATE S_TREET

™EATRE
EAST
PRESENTS ..
The Broadway hit musical

"CABP.RET

Daemon, the literary publication
of Gorham campus is now accepting
poetry, prose, and art works for
consideration. Manuscripts should
be typewritten, doubles paced, and
sig,ied. Off-campus entries should
be accompanied by self-addressed
stamp envelopes. (lest they end up
in flle #13). Deposit all entries
i n the Daemon mailbox in the mailroom
in Corthell Hall, or mail them to
Daemon at that address. The Daemon
staff unde r the immaculate conception
of Editor-In-Chief, Don G. Stan l ey, eagerly awaits a good response to
this blantantly optimistic offer,
no compensation for accepted war.ks
can be offe red except for the usual
psychedelic yaha.

II

STARRING
Allyn Warner Gary Schneider
Tom Derrah
Harlan Baker Anne Jenness
For Four weeks starting Oct.
29 - Nov. 21 .•• Thurs., Friday,
Sat;urda~ nights
Call 797-308 3 ·

Spring Trip Planned
Through Scandanavia

As of today there will
be no more overnight parking
in the Woodward Hall lot until Spring. If you leave
your car there, it will be
ticketed.
'

WESTBROOK COL~EGE

GORHAM, MAINE 04038 ,

Telephone 839-4844

LOUIS'
RESTAURANT
Main Street Gorham

Well, it's that tine again to
start signing up for this Spring's
trip to Scandanavia. '!his year we
are not only offering one package
but two. The first, and rrost highly
recornrended package provides the
traveller with round trip air transportation from Boston to Copenhagan
for $250.00. The second package
includes the same round trip air
transportation and bed and breakfast arrangements for two of the
three weeks. This second package
will cost approximately $570. 'Il1e
trip will start on May 30 or 31 when
all the travellers will board the
plane a:t Logan Airport in Boston,
and in a few hours they will be in
beautiful Copenhagan. From there
they will either proceed on their

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

or go to previously arranged
hotels. All the weary travellers
will return to the U.S.A. on June
21st.
Sometirre soon Diners-Fugazy and
a Scandanavian Air Agency will show
slides and rrovies of this area for
all those persons interested. If
you are definitely interested in
going stop in at the Housing Office
on Nov 4 or 5 from 2:00 - 4:30 in
the afternoon, where Ann Thonpson
will take your name and provide you
with further details on the trip.
Bonvoyage for nCM .•• Hope to see
you soon.
Mike Cormier
P.S. This trip is open to all personnel and students of the
University of Maine system.
own

Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinners

The Lone Ranger Rides, Again
HI-YO SILVER, AWAY,,,
"With his faithful INdian com-

panion, Tonto, the daring and resourceful masked rider of the plains
led the f i ght for law and order in
the early western United States.
Nowhere in the pages of history
can one fi n d a greater champion of

justice! Return with us now to those
thrilling d ays of y e ste ryear! From
out the p as t come the thun d erin g
hoofbeats o f the gre at horse, Sil v er.
The Lone Ra nger rides again!"
It s e ems six Texas Rangers we re
chasing a g r oup of notorious outlaws,
and had r idd en into a ravine with
high wal l s. Men from behind bou l ders
along the t op of the ridge beqan
firing down at the Rangers. Some
Rangers f el l immediately, while others
continued t o fight. They were d own
to two men , Captain Daniel Reid and
his younge r brother, John Reid. S oon
the captain fell dead. Left alone,
the younger Reid brother slumped to
the ground.
Ce r tain the ambush was complete

(HE WE.NT 11:lATAWA'( IN GOING ll::HSAWAY)

success, the killers rode off. End
·of the story? Oh, no, gentle readers.
Later the younger Reid brother
awoke and wondered if any of the
other rangers were alive as well.
He was in a cave, and from the mouth
of the cave, he saw a tall man approaching him. When the man was
close enough, Reid could see that
he was an Indian . The Indian identified himself as Tonto. Reid asked
if any other Rangers were alive,
and the answer was no; which made
him the Lone Ranger.
It just so happ e ned that Reid
had met Tonto when they we re both
boys, and the young Indian called
him, " Kemo S a b e," or faithful fri e nd.
The impetuousness of youth drove
John Reid to fashion a mask out of
an old vest, and to fight injustice
and high food prices as "The Lone
Ranger."
The idea of the Lone Ranger was
contrived by a radio station owner

George Frendle, and the initial script
was wirtten by Fran S tuker . In the
early adventures, th e Lone Ranger's
horse was killed. He then cq.me across a wild stallion who later became S ilver. And whe n it was sai d
"thundering hoofbe a ts wer e heard,"
it was true . The sound ef f ects wer e
e xcellent. At first gunshots were
made b y hitting a leathe r cushion.
The best way found was a rat trap
string a metal drum. The h oofb e ats
were made by plungers hitting different soil samples.
The first man to play t h e Lone
Rang er was Ge org e Seaton . The . most
famous r adio Lone Rang er was Brac e
Beemer. Tonto was play ed by J o h n
Todd, and the announcer wa s Fred
Foy . Usually the villian was play ed by the now wel l -known Amos Jacobs
(Danny Thomas). The telev ision version was played by Clayton Moore
(The Ranger) and Jay Silverheels
(Tonto) .
Hi-yo, Silver! Away!

